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Schematic symbols consist of a combination of the following elements.n All symbols denoting electrical devices.s Used to indicate the topological
characteristics of electrical circuits.o There are two types of electrical diagrams. For ss and sd charts, technical parameters are displayed that differ
depending on the chart. o The start and end points of the chart are freely selectable. During the transformation, the circuit points are separated from

each other, but are not used. ss diagrams can represent physical and electrical parameters, while sd diagrams can represent physical and
electromechanical characteristics. The modification of sd electrical circuits that can be obtained using a flip-flop is called ssd.In analytic geometry,

electrical circuits are an elementary form: Elements of electrical circuits are often denoted by the symbol "e": Various symbols that represent electrical
circuits can be classified in this paragraph. The form of electrical circuit elements and various types of electrical chain drives and electronic devices

may differ depending on what they are used for. The following is a list of electrical chain drives and methods covered in this section: The lower
numbers in parentheses indicate that the element is designated, so for example 5 indicates the lift circuit if the low point of wire 5 for that circuit is

off. The top numbers show which functional element is used. Electrical circuits are listed in general as: which we can summarize as follows: The
elasticity of a circuit is defined in terms of the voltage in the circuit and acts on the conductors and restraints - busbars and insulators - in accordance
with Ohm's law: where formula_10 and formula_11 are the voltage and current values â€‹â€‹in the circuit, respectively. For different conditions of

the electrical circuit, the considered voltages must be the same. For cases of high voltages and high currents, for example, for polyphase circuits,
voltages and currents can vary from unity to arbitrarily large values. In other words, there are many mechanisms that can lead to very different values.

The charge that passes through the conductor causes a change in its electrical resistance, and this change can affect the current flowing through the
circuit. Because of this, closing the circuit leads to a deviation of current and voltage. This can cause mechanical impact (shock) and this can affect the
resistance of the conductor. However, under normal conditions it is possible to set AC voltage values â€‹â€‹that will not affect the characteristics of

the circuit. However, such features have limited potential. Because of
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